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ON THE CONCENTRATION AND EXTENSION

OF CYLINDER MEASURESO
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ALEJANDRO D. de ACOSTA

Abstract. It is shown that with respect to certain set-theoretic operations—

directed decreasing or even arbitrary intersections of certain families of convex,

balanced, weakly closed sets—cylinder measures behave almost as regular Borel

measures do. A refinement is proved when the cylinder measure satisfies a scalar

concentration condition. These results are applied to obtain stronger versions of

Prohorov's theorem and an extension theorem for complete HausdorfT locally

convex spaces generalizing a result of Dudley, Feldman, and Le Cam.

1. Introduction. The basic theorem of Prohorov ([9, p. 411], [1, p. 71], [3], [12],

[13, Exposé No. 7]) states that a cylinder measure on a locally convex HausdorfT

topological vector space X extends to a regular Borel measure if and only if there

exist compact sets of outer measure arbitrarily close to 1. Given a compact set K,

call a family ^ of cylinder sets containing K fundamental if, for every cylinder set

C^>K, there is an Fe!F such that C^F^K. Then the condition in Prohorov's

theorem can be restated: For every e>0, there exists a compact set K and a

fundamental family £F of cylinder sets containing K, such that each Fe^ has

measure ^ 1 — e. In fact, Prohorov's theorem is usually stated using the fundamental

family {7r~1(7r(A-)) : n linear continuous on X, with finite-dimensional range}. (In

this form, a particular case of the theorem was proved by E. Mourier [8].)

It is of interest to know if a fundamental family can be replaced by a more general,

less restrictive family of cylinder sets. If possible, this could allow a more flexible

choice of the cylinder sets on which to focus attention in each particular space.

A significant result in this direction was obtained by L. Le Cam ([6], where it is

announced without proof; also [7]). Particular cases, with a different formulation,

were obtained by Getoor [5] and Fernique [4]. Roughly, Le Cam's theorem says

that under certain conditions it is enough to prove that all "polyhedra" (that is,

polars of finite subsets of the dual space) containing a compact (convex, balanced)

set have measure close to 1. (For a more precise statement, see Theorem 5.3.) It

should be remarked that the family of "polyhedra" is not a fundamental family.
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In the present work (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2), we show that in a natural geometric

setting Prohorov's theorem can be strengthened by replacing a fundamental family

with any of a wide class of directed decreasing families. Le Cam's theorem

(Theorem 5.3) is obtained from Theorem 5.1.

An extension theorem for complete spaces (Theorem 5.4) generalizing in a certain

sense a recent result of Dudley, Feldman and Le Cam [3] is proved in §5. Their

result is included as Theorem 5.5.

The methods used in proving these results are developed in §4. Restricting atten-

tion to sets properly related to the linear topological structure makes possible

the use of polarity arguments. It is shown that with respect to certain set-theoretic

operations—directed decreasing intersections or even arbitrary intersections of

certain families of "geometrically well-behaved" sets—cylinder measures behave

almost as regular Borel measures do (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). It turns out that our

methods tie in naturally with the condition of scalar concentration of a cylinder

measure, introduced by L. Schwartz [11]. Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and 5.2 involve a

scalar concentration hypothesis.

As an initial more concrete application, Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 give extension

conditions for cylinder measures on lp spaces.

Acknowledgement. I wish to thank Professor L. Le Cam for many stimulating

conversations and for making his manuscript [7] available to me.

2. Preliminaries. All vector spaces considered will be real. Given a vector

space X, its algebraic dual will be called X*. The convex, balanced hull of a

subset A of X will be denoted co (A). The topological dual of a topological vector

space X will be called X'. Given a (separating) dual system (X, Y) of vector spaces,

the weak topology on X is denoted a(X, Y) and the Mackey topology on X is

denoted t(X, Y) (similarly for Y). The polar of a subset A of X is the set

A°={y e Y : |<x, y}\ -i 1 for all x e A}. We refer to Schaefer [10] for the linear space

notions and results that we use.

The algebra of cylinder sets induced on X by Y is denoted ^(X, Y). The a-

algebra induced on I by a finite subset F of F is denoted if(X, F). We use the

standard definitions and basic facts about cylinder measures, which may be found

in [1], [2], [3], [12], [13].

3. A geometric lemma. We will be interested in certain families of subsets of a

topological vector space which have the property that their intersection is (roughly)

preserved by weakly continuous linear maps.

Definition 3.1. Let (X, Y) be a dual system of vector spaces. A family {Ka}aEl

of convex, balanced, a(X, F)-closed subsets of X is said to be well-fitting if, for

every real A> 1,

K° <= Xlco U K¡>\,   where K = f| Ka.
\       ael       I aer
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If {Ka}ae, is directed downward by inclusion, then the well-fitting condition

reduces to the following:

for every real A > 1,       K° <= XO) K°\,

for in this case {Jae, K° is convex and balanced.

Remark. Given any family {Ka}ae, of convex, balanced, o(X, y)-closed sets, K°

may be obtained from {K°}as, through the formula

K° = [U A-«0]00 = cl (co U KX

the closure being taken with respect to any locally convex topology consistent with

the duality.

Thus Definition 3.1 expresses a specially close relationship between K° and

{K°}asI.

Examples of well-fitting families. (1) Let K be a convex, balanced, a(X, in-

closed set. For every real A > 1, let K^ = XK. Then the family {A'A}A>1 is well-fitting.

(2) K is as in (1). Suppose A is a convex, balanced subset of Y, such that A<=K°

and, for every real A> 1, K°<=XA. Then the family {S° : S finite, S^A} has inter-

section K and is well-fitting. For, K° = A00 = [\J S]00, and therefore K=K00

= [U S]° = f\ S°; also, for every real A> 1, K°<=XA = X(\J S00).

(3) Let {Ka}ae, be a family of convex, balanced, a(Ar, T)-closed sets and let

K= P|aez Ka. Suppose 0 is a t( Y, A>interior point of co ({Jae, K°). Then the family

{Ka}aei is well-fitting. This follows from the fact that the r( Y, ^-closure of

co iUaei K-2) is K° and consequently, for every y e K°, for every ß < 1, ßy is a

t(Y, X) interior point of co (\Ja£l K°). (See [10, p. 38]).

(4) Let {Ka}aE, be a finite family of convex, balanced, a(X, T)-closed subsets of

X, such that for each a el, t(X, T)-Int (Ka)=£ 0. Then the family {Ka}ae, is well-

fitting. In fact, each A^0 is o( Y, XJ-compact by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem

[10, p. 84]. Since the family is finite, co (\Jae, K°) is a(Y, ^-compact [10, p. 66],

and therefore co ({Jae, KS) = K°.

Lemma 3.1. Let (X, Y), (Xy, Yy) be two dual systems of vector spaces. Let

u: X -+ Xy be a weakly continuous linear map. Let {Ka}ae, be a well-fitting family of

convex, balanced, <r(Ar, Y)-closed subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion, and

let K=f]aeI Ka.

Then

cl iuiK)) = O cl iuiKa)).
ael

Proof. The following identities are justified by the bipolar theorem and basic

facts about polars and transposes:

n ciow) = n [uiKtt)r = n tvw)]0
asi ael ael

= [U '"-W)]0 = [^(U a-«0)]0.
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By assumption, for every A> 1, K°<=X(\Jae, K°). Therefore

Ph-^U TOT c [A-1 tu'^K0)]0 = X[u(K)]00 = A cl (u(K)),        A > 1.

Therefore

H cl (u(Ka)) cflAcl (u(K)) = cl (u(K)).
ore 1 A > 1

Since the opposite inclusion is trivial, the desired equality follows.

4. Concentration properties.

Definition 4.1. Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let p. be a cylinder measure on

^(X, Y). The set function p.* is defined by

P*(A) = inf {p.(C) : C e %(X, Y), C => A}   for any A c x.

Definition 4.2. The cylinder measure p. is said to be concentrated up to e on A

ifp.*(A)^l-e.

Let aß/ be a family of subsets of X. p. is said to be concentrated on s/ if, for every

£>0, there exists A e ¿é, such that p. is concentrated up to e on A.

We show next that, in a rather general geometric situation, concentration up to

e of a cylinder measure on the sets of a family directed downward by inclusion

implies concentration up to e on the image of the intersection of the family by any

homothecy of scalar > 1.

In fact, one can prove the slightly stronger result :

Theorem 4.1. Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let {Ka}aeI be a well-fitting family of

convex, balanced, a(X, Y)-closed subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion. Let

K=f)ae, Ka. Let p. be a cylinder measure on ^(X, Y). Let e^O.

The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) For every a e I and for every finite set S^K", p.(S0)^ 1 — e.

(b) For every convex, balanced, o(X, Y)-closed cylinder set C=>K, p(C)^ 1 — e.

(c) For every A> 1, p,*(XK)^ l-e.

Proof, (b) => (a) is obvious.

(c) => (b). Suppose C=>7v, where C is convex, balanced, a(X, y)-closed and

C e %(X, Y). Then, for every A > 1, AC^ A7v and by (c) we have p.(XC) ̂ 1 - e. Let

An 1 1. Then AnC j C, and the partial cr-additivity of p, implies p.(XnC) \ p-(C).

Thus p.(C)^ l-e.

(a) => (c). Suppose C=> A7C, with A> 1. One can write C=rr-1(7i), B Borel in 7?",

77 : X-^R" linear and a(X, F)-continuous. Then C^Tr-1(-n(XK)). The set tt(K) is

convex and balanced. By a geometric property of the closure of a convex set with

nonempty interior (see [10, p. 38]), applied in the subspace spanned by tt(7v) in Rp,

one has

tt(XK) = Xtt(K) = cl (.7(70).
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Let A = {Jae, KS. By the well-fitting assumption and Example (2) following

Definition 3.1, the family {5° : 5 finite, S^A} is well-fitting and has intersection K.

Applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain

cl (n(K)) = H {cl MS0)) : 5 finite, 5 e K0}.

Since p o 77_1 is a regular Borel measure in R", one has

(1) p o tt-^cI M/O)) = lim p o Tr-^cl (tt(50))).
s

If S is a finite subset of A, the fact that {K%}ae, is directed upward by inclusion

implies that, for some ß e I, S^K?. By (a), p(5°)^l-e. But tt"^cl (tt(S0)))

^TT-^niS^^S0.    Hence   p ° #rO(eJ (7r(S°)))^p(S0)^ 1 -«,   and   (1)   implies

p ° TT-*(cl (n(K)))^ I-e.

Since C^7T-\tt(XK)) =>■*- x(cl (w(A))), this in turn implies p(C) ^ 1 - e.    |

Remark. In Theorem 4.1, suppose K is a(X, 7)-compact. Then (b) and (c)

can be replaced by the condition p*(K) S 1 - e. In fact, let C e <€(X, Y), C=> K. One

can write C = -¡r-\B), as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Then C^>ir-\-rr(K))^K. But

■rr(K) is compact, hence closed; therefore tt'^ÍK)) is convex, balanced and

<j(X, F)-closed. By (b), p(ir~\ttÍK)))^ 1 -e, and consequently p(C) ä 1 -e.    |

In general, one cannot replace (c) by the stronger result p*(K)^ 1 — e. We will

show this by means of a general example, inspired in an example of Laurent

Schwartz [12].

The following lemma is stated for easy reference. Its content is alluded to in

[2, p. 4].

Lemma 4.1. Let X, Y, Z be vector spaces. Suppose

(1) X^Y* andZ^Y*.

(2) Both X and Z separate points of Y.

Then

(a) For every C e ^(X, Y), there is a unique </>(C) e "^(Z, Y) such that

C=i-rr\X)-\B) implies 0(C) = H Z)"1^), where n=(ylt..., yn) : Y* -+ Rn,

>>!,....,yne Y and B is a Borel set in Rn. The map 0 is a bijection from ^iX, Y)

onto °^iZ, Y) and preserves finite set operations. Finally, for every finite set Fez Y,

thiS^iX, F)) = ifiZ, F) and i/i\¿r°(X, F) preserves countable set operations.

(b) For every cylinder measure p on ^(Z, Y), the set function >p(p) defined by

>p(p)(C) = pi</>iC)) is a cylinder measure on ^iX, Y). The map </> is a bijection from

the space of cylinder measures on ^(Z, Y) onto the space of cylinder measures un

nx, y). '
Example. Let A' be a nonreflexive Banach space. For r ï: 0, let

Br = {xe X: \\x\\ è r}.

Suppose one can choose y0 e X' such that \\y0\\ = 1 and jz0(/i1) = (— 1, 1). Choose

thenz0 e A"'such that ¡|z0|| = 1 and Zoiyo) = l.z0 exists by the Hahn-Banach theorem

and necessarily z0 <£ X.
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The set function 82o = unit point mass at z0 is a cylinder measure on %!(X", X').

(In fact, it is a regular Borel measure on X".) In the context of Lemma 4.1, put

Y=X', Z=X", and let v = <¡>(8¡¡0). We want to show

(a) For every r> 1, v*(Br) = I,

(b) v*(Bi) = 0; in fact v(yo1(yo(Bi)))=0.

(a) Let r> 1. Suppose C e ^(X, Y), C=>Br. Then there exist yu ..., yn e y and a

Borel set B in 7?" such that C=nx~1(B). (We are using here the terminology of

Lemma 4.1(a), with irx = Tr\X.) Since Br = rBu one can proceed as in the proof of

Theorem 4.1 to show

C=>n^(cl(nx(Bi))).

Now v(7rí1(cl(7rx(7J1)))) = 820(7rí„1(cl(7rx(7i1)))). Let B"p = {z e X" : \\z\\^p) for

P^O. Since Bi is o(X", A")-dense in B'[ and B\ is o(X", l")-compact and ttx. is

a(X", A")-continuous, it follows that cl (irx(B1)) = irxABl). Therefore

Kfr&WMSlMi =  KAAr-xK^xAB'i))) =  1,

because z0 e B"x. Hence v(C) = \ and v*(Br)= 1.

(b) Onthe otherhanà,v(yô1(yo(B1))) = v(yE\-\,\)) = K0({z e X" :\z(y0)\<l})

=0 because z0(yQ)=\.

The following is a concrete realization of the situation described above. Let

X= C0(R1) = space of continuous functions on R1, vanishing at oo, with the

supremum norm. Then X' = space of finite signed measures on R1. Let y be the

standard Gaussian measure on R1, that is, y(B)=í¡B (II\Z(2tt)) exp ( —x2/2) dx, for

B Borel in Ä1. Then y e X' and ||y|| = 1. It is clear that if/e X, \\f\\ g 1, then \y(f)\

= \¡fdy\<¡ ldy=l; hence y(Ä1) = (-l, 1). Let ?eT be the function on R1

identically equal to 1. We choose y0 — y, z0=g.

A different concrete example is given by L. Schwartz [12].

Our next proposition deals with the situation in which the family of sets is not

necessarily directed.

Theorem 4.2. Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let {Ka}aeI be a well-fitting family of

convex, balanced, o(X, Y)-closed subsets of X. Let K=f]aeI Ka. Let p. be a cylinder

measure on ^(X, Y). For each a, let oa be a nonnegative number, and let e = 2ae/ Sa.

Suppose, for every a e 7 and for every finite set S^K°, p.(S0)^ 1 — Sa.

Then, for every X> I, p*(XK)^ 1 — e.

Proof. Let A = co {Ja€¡ K°. By the well-fitting assumption and Example (2)

following Definition 3.1, the family {S° : S finite, S^A} is well-fitting and has

intersection K. By Theorem 4.1, it is enough to prove that, for every finite subset 5

of A, p.(S0)^ l-e.

Let S<=A, S finite. Then there exists a finite set of indices /<=7, and finite sets

F¡<=-K?,jeJ, such that S^[\JjeJ F,]00. But this implies S°=> [Ui6/ ^]000, or 5°
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Since F, c K?, p(F/>) £1 -** Therefore p(S°) £ ̂ Hw Wi 1 ~ CSäj *á £!-«•■

The well-fitting assumption in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 may be dropped if one

requires the cylinder measure p to satisfy a mild continuity condition.

We study this situation in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

Definition (L. Schwartz [11], [12]). Let (A", Y) be a dual system. Let A<^ X,

e ïï 0. A cylinder measure p on ^iX, Y) is said to be scalarly concentrated up to e on

A, if for every ye Y, (p° y'^YiyiA))^ I—*. Let s/ be a family of subsets of X.

p is said to be scalarly concentrated on sé, if for every e > 0, there exists A esé such

that p is scalarly concentrated up to e on A.

Theorem 4.3. Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let {Ka}aeI be a family of convex,

balanced, a(X, Y)-closed subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion, and such that

K= (~}ae, Ka. Let p be a cylinder measure on ^(X, Y), scalarly concentrated on the

convex, balanced, o(X, Y)-compact subsets of X. Let e 3:0.

The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) For every ael and for every finite set S'c K$, piS°) ^ 1 — e.

(b) For every convex, balanced, cr(A", Y)-closed cylinder set C=>K, p(C)^ 1 — *.

(c) For every A> 1, p*(XK)äl-£.

Proof. We only have to show (a) => (c). By Theorem 4.1, it is enough to show

that, for every finite set F<= K°, p(T0)^ 1 -e.

Let A = U«ez Kg. Then A is convex and balanced, because the family is directed

upward by inclusion. Therefore K° = A°° = A, the closure being taken with respect

to t(Y, X).

Let 5 be finite, S<=A. Then for some ßel, S<=K£, and consequently p(5°)

S: 1 — e. Now let F be a finite set in K°, T={yx,.. .,ym}. One can find nets {yf^asD,

such that yf e A and yf^-t-yj in the Mackey topology, for j=l,..., m. Let

■rr=iyy, ■ ■., ym), 7T«i) = iy[d),■■ ■, ylm})- The scalar concentration assumption on p

implies p o TT^f ->- ix o tt"1 in the weak topology of the space of probability measures

on Rm. (See [12]; also [13, Exposé No. 2].)

Let Q={ity, ...,tm)eRm: sup1SiSm |f,| ^ 1}. Then

PÍT°) = po„~i(Q)

^ lim sup p° 77(^(0
deD

= lim sup piS(%) ä 1 - e,
deD

where S^-{#>.y%}.   |

The following example shows that the well-fitting hypothesis on the family

{Aa}ae; in Theorem 4.1 and the scalar concentration hypothesis on the cylinder

measure p in Theorem 4.3 are not superfluous.

Example. Let v be the cylinder measure constructed in the example following

Theorem 4.1. Let F=span {z0}, let F1 = {y e X' : <z, >z>=0 for all z e F}.

Consider the following family of closed subspaces of X, of finite codimension :

{S1 n X : S   finite,   S^F1}.   Then   f|s (Sx n X) = i(~)s S1) ni=fn X={0}.
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Clearly for all A e R1, ^*(X{0}) = v*({0})uv(yô1(yo(0))) = 0. On the other hand,

v(Sx n X) = 8,0(S1) = 1 for all S finite, S^F1, because z0 e S\

Theorem 4.4. Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let {Ka}a^¡ be a family of convex,

balanced, a(X, Y)-closed subsets of X. Let K= (]aeI Ka. For each a, let 8a be a non-

negative number, and let e = 2aez 8a. Let p be a cylinder measure on ^(X, Y), scalarly

concentrated on the convex, balanced, o(X, Y)-compact subsets of X. Suppose, for

every ae I and for every finite set S^K°, p.(S0)'^ 1 — 8a.

Then, for every A > 1, p.*(XK) =ï 1 — e.

Proof. Let ^4=co (JaeI Kg. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, one can

show that, for every finite set S^A, p(S°) ä 1 — s. Next one can use the assumption

on p. to pass to finite subsets of K°, as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.    |

5. Extension theorems.

Theorem 5.1. Let (X, 3~) be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space.

Let p. be a cylinder measure on ^(X, X').

Then p. extends to a ^-regular Borel measure on X, concentrated on the convex,

balanced, 3~-compact subsets of X, if and only if the following condition holds:

For every e > 0, there exists a well-fitting family {Ka}a€, of convex, balanced,

o(X, X')-closed subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion, and such that

(1) K=f]aeI Ka is 3~-compact,

(2) for every ae I and for every finite S<=K°, p(S0)^ l—e.

Proof. Let e>0. Let {Ka}aeI correspond to e. By Theorem 4.1 (and the remark

following it) we have p*(K)^ 1 —e. The statement follows now applying Prohorov's

theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Let (X, i?~) be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space.

Let p. be a cylinder measure on ^(X, X'), scalarly concentrated on the convex,

balanced, a(X, X')-compact subsets of X.

Then p. extends to a ^-regular Borel measure on X, concentrated on the convex,

balanced, 3~-compact subsets of X, if and only if the following condition holds:

For every e>0, there exists a family {Ka}ae¡ of convex, balanced, a(X, X')-closed

subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion, and such that

(1) K=C\ael Ka is ^-compact,

(2) for every ae I and for every finite S<^ K°, p.(S°) 3:1 — e.

Proof. Apply Theorem 4.2 and Prohorov's theorem.

As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, we obtain

Theorem 5.3 (Le Cam [6], [7]). Let (X, Y) be a dual system. Let p. be a

cylinder measure on ^(X, Y).

Then p, extends to a c(X, Y)-regular Borel measure on X, concentrated on the

convex, balanced, a(X, Y)-compact subsets of X, if and only if the following condition

holds:
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For every e > 0, there exists a convex, balanced, t( Y, X)-neighborhood of 0, V,

such that for every finite Sc V, p.(S0)^ 1 — e.

Proof. Let &=a(X, Y); then (X,.T)'= Y. Given e>0, choose an appropriate

V. Then K= Vo is a(X, F)-compact by the Alaoglu-Bourbaki Theorem [10, p. 84].

Since V= V°° = K° and 0 e r(Y, X)-lnt (V), the family {S° : S finite, Sc (/} is

well-fitting. The conclusion follows now from Theorem 5.1.

Remark. The original statement of this theorem required that V be closed,

which is not necessary.

Our next theorem generalizes in a certain sense Theorem 2 of [3]. Completeness

plays a crucial role here.

Theorem 5.4. Let X be a complete Hausdorff locally convex topological vector

space. Let °U be a fundamental system of convex, balanced, closed neighborhoods ofO.

Let p. be a cylinder measure on ^¡(X, X'). Then p extends to a regular Borel measure

on X, concentrated on the convex, balanced, compact subsets of X, if and only if the

following condition holds:

For every e > 0, there exists a family {Kv : V e^l] of compact convex, balanced

subsets of X, such that for every finite subset ¿F^fy, p*((\Vesc (Kv+ V))^ 1 — e.

In order to prove this result, we need

Lemma 5.1. Let X be a complete Hausdorff topological vector space. Let <% be a

fundamental system of closed, symmetric neighborhoods of 0. For each Kef, let

Kv be'a compact set, and let K=C\Veq¿ (Kv+ V).

Then

(a) K is compact.

(b) For every ^-neighborhood U, there exists a finite set tF^Ql, such that K+ U

=>rw(Av+n
Proof, (a) Since X is complete, it is enough to show that K is closed and totally

bounded. K is closed because (Kv + V) is closed for each Kef. Given a 0-neighbor-

hood W, choose V e^l such that V+ Kc W. Then choose a finite set 5C Kv such

that KV<=S+V. It follows that K^KV+ V^(S+ V)+ V^S+ W. Therefore K is

totally bounded.

(b) Suppose the assertion is false, and let ß be the family of all finite subsets of

f. Then for every J e ß, there exists z(J) e f)VeJ (Kv+ V), but z(J) i K+ U. Let

Vet. Then for every J such that V ej, one can write z(J) = xv(J) + wv(J), with

xv(J) e Kv and wv(J) e V. We define a net {Q>(J)}jeß in YJveit Kv by putting

($>(J))v = xv(J) if V ej, (0(a/))y =pv if V i J, where pv is arbitrarily chosen in Kv.

By Tihonov's theorem rive* Kv is compact and hence í> has a convergent subnet

{"/•WlieD- Let xv = limd (<P(y(i7)))v = limd xv(J(d)). Then xv e Kv.

We show now that the net {xv]Vs<w is Cauchy. For, let Wbe a closed neighborhood

of 0. Choose Ve'W such that V+ Kc W. Let V e W, V" e<%,V'c v, K"<= V. Then

for every J e f such that V e J, V" e /, one has

XV'(J)-Xy"(J)   =   WyAJ)-Wy(J) S   V" + V   <=    W.
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Since eventually V e J(d), V" e J(d), it follows that

xr-x7. = lim(xv.iJ(d))-xV;iJ(d)))e W.
i

Since X is complete, {xv}Ve& converges. Let x0 be its limit.

We will show now that x0 e K. In fact, for any V e <%, xv — x0 e cl (V+ V) for

every V e %, V'^V. But this implies xv — x0eV and therefore x0exv+V

cKy+V. Hence x0 e K.

Finally, write z(J) — x0 = [xv(J) — xv] + [xv — x0] + wv(J). Choose a neighborhood

If of 0 such that W + W+ W^ U. Then choose Vet such that xv-x0 e W and

wv(J) e W (for all J). Then there exists de D such that xv(J(d)) — xv e W. This

implies z(J(d)) — x0 e U, or z(J(d)) ex0+U<=K+ U, a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. The condition is clearly necessary. For each finite subset

J^<W, call Kj = f]VeJ (Kv+V). Then {K, : J finitec*?/} is a family of convex,

balanced, o(X, A")-closed subsets of X, directed downward by inclusion. We will

show next that the family is well-fitting. Since K=(~]j K} is compact by Lemma

5.1(a), the result will follow then from Theorem 5.1.

Since \JjKj> is convex and balanced and cl ((Jj K°)=[Öj A7]00 = K° (the

closure is taken in the Mackey topology), in order to prove the well-fitting property

it is enough to show that 0 e t(X', X) — Int ({Jj Kf). Let U be a neighborhood of 0.

By Lemma 5.1(b), there is a/such that K+ U^K¡, or ÍK+ Uf^Kf. It follows that

\JuiK+U)°^{JjK?. But (K+U)°=>(iK°)n(irU°). Since \J0 (^U°) = X', we

have

U */° = U Ki*0) n (it/°)l = i*°.
/ tz

But iK° is a t(A", A)-neighborhood of 0 because the set K is compact, convex and

balanced.    |

As a corollary, we obtain a proposition which essentially contains Theorem 2

and Corollary 2.1 of [3]

Theorem 5.5. Let X be a Fréchet space. Let c% = {Vn}neN be a countable funda-

mental system of convex, balanced, closed neighborhoods of 0. Let p be a cylinder

measure on ^iX, X').

Then p extends to a regular Borel measure on X (concentrated on the convex,

balanced, compact subsets of X) if and only if the following condition holds:

For every e > 0, for every Vn e eW, there exists a finite-dimensional subspace Fn of

X such that p*(Fn + Vn) ä 1 - e.

Proof. We begin with some geometric remarks. Let F be a finite-dimensional

subspace of X, and let F be a convex, balanced, closed neighborhood of 0. We

want to show that there exist a subspace H<=F, a finite subset F<= X', and a number

ß > 0, such that

(1) for all r^0, (F+ V) n (rT°)<= [H n (ir+ß)T0)] + V,

(2) for all r^0, H n irT°) is compact.
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In fact, let aS,= f^A>0 (XV). Then S is a closed subspace. Let 77 be a subspace of F,

such that (FnS)® H=F. Then F+ K=77+ V and 77 n S = {0}. It follows that

cl (HL + SL) = X', the closure being taken in the a(X', A>topology. Now S± = S°

= [U>o(An]00 = cl(U.>o(AK0))- Let G = U>o(AK°)- Then G is a subspace

(not necessarily closed) and c\(H1 + G) = X'. Since H1 is of finite codimension,

one can choose y¡eG, j=l,.. .,m, such that if T={ylt..., ym}, then

span (T) ® H1 = A". Since F<= G, there exists ß> 0, such that T<=^ßV°. Now suppose

x e (F+ V) n (rT°) = (7/+ K) n (z-F0). Then one can write x = h + v, he H, v eV.

Since x e (rF°) and v e (ßT°), it follows that h e (r+^F0. Therefore

xe[Hn((r+ß)T°)]+V.

Let j e A". One can write ^z + 2/Li A^-, z e 77a, Aj• e 7?, y'= 1,..., w. If

xeHn(rT°), then <x,j> = 2í=i A,<x, z,-> and finally sup*6ifn(rro> |<x, y}\

= /"2y=i \Xj\. It easily follows that H n (rT°) is bounded (because 77 is finite

dimensional, for example). Since H n (/F0) is closed, it is compact (and also con-

vex and balanced).

Let e>0. For each neN, choose a finite-dimensional subspace F„, such that

p,*(Fn+ Fn)ïï 1 — £/2" + 1. Take 77„, Tn, ßn as in the previous paragraph, and choose

/•„ so that p,*(rnT°)^ 1 — e/2n + 1. This is possible because of the partial cr-additivity

of p. Applying now Theorem 4.2 and Example (4) following Definition 3.1, it

follows that for every A>1, p.*(X[(Fn+ Vn) n (rnT°)])^ 1 -e\2n. Therefore

P*(X[Kn+ Kn])ä 1 -*/2» for every A> 1, where Kn= [Hn n ((rn+ßn)T0)].

Let J^N, J finite. By the same argument as above, for every A> 1,

it*/n (XKn + XVn)\ fc 1-2 W2") ̂  !-£-
VneJ / neJ

The result follows now from Theorem 5.4.

6. Application to /„ spaces.

Proposition 6.1. Letp^l, X=lp. For m<n, let

Cö(m, n) = \x = (Xj)tt„ :    2    \x,\> Ú S'}-
l j=m+l J

Let p. be a cylinder measure on <£(X, X') scalarly concentrated on the o(X, X')-

compact, convex, balanced subsets of X.

Then p extends to a regular Bore I measure on X if and only if the following con-

dition holds:

For every e > 0, for every 8 > 0, there exists me N such that n>m implies

p.(C6(m,n))^l-e.

Proof. Let e, be the jth unit coordinate vector and let Fm = span {eu ..., em}.

Then

F£ = {x : distance (x, Fm) g S}

:    2    \Xi\*Ûp\»    fi    Cô(m,n);
j=m+X J n=m+l
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moreover, {C¿(«z, «)}n>m is a decreasing sequence of convex, balanced, o(X, X')-

closed cylinder subsets of X. Given e>0, S>0, choose an appropriate m. By

Theorem 4.3 one has, for every A> 1, p*(AF„)ä 1 — e. The conclusion follows now

by applying Theorem 5.5. (We have proved the sufficiency only; the necessity is

clear.) |

In the case p > 1, the weak compactness of the balls permits a further simplification :

Proposition 6.2. Let p> 1. X=lv. For ne N, let

C? = [x = (Xj)i£N : Ij^l'gA

Let p be a cylinder measure on ^(X, A"), scalarly concentrated on the balls of X.

Then p extends to a regular Borel measure on X if and only if the following condition

holds:

For every e>0, there exists r>0 such that for all ne N, p(Crn)^ 1 — *.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1, but using Theorem 5.2. (The

extension obtained is a regular Borel measure for the weak topology, but since the

space is Polish, it is also regular for the norm topology.)
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